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Abstract

The rapid increase in multimedia data has spurred advancements in Multimodal Summarization with Multimodal Output (MSMO), which aims to produce a multimodal summary that integrates both text and relevant images. The inherent heterogeneity of content within multimodal inputs and outputs presents a significant challenge to the execution of MSMO. Traditional approaches typically adopt a holistic perspective on coarse image-text data or individual visual objects, overlooking the essential connections between objects and the entities they represent. To integrate the fine-grained entity knowledge, we propose an Entity-Guided Multimodal Summarization model (EGMS). Our model, building on BART, utilizes dual multimodal encoders with shared weights to process text-image and entity-image information concurrently. A gating mechanism then combines visual data for enhanced textual summary generation, while image selection is refined through knowledge distillation from a pre-trained vision-language model. Extensive experiments on public MSMO dataset validate the superiority of the EGMS method, which also prove the necessity to incorporate entity information into MSMO problem.

1 Introduction

With the rapid development of multimedia content across the Internet, the task of Multimodal Summarization with Multimodal Output (MSMO) has emerged as a research direction of considerable significance (Zhu et al., 2018, 2020; Mukherjee et al., 2022; Zhang et al., 2022b,a), especially for news content summary (Zhu et al., 2018). Specifically, as shown in Figure 1, given the source text and corresponding images, MSMO aims to produce a multimodal summary with a textual abstract alongside a pertinent image. Instead of providing exclusively text-based summaries, MSMO considers and generates more diverse multimodal information, which constitutes a significant research but also puts high challenges for the interaction between text and images (Zhu et al., 2020).

Since Zhu et al. (2018) proposed the MSMO task and collected the first large-scale English corpus, there has been a surge of research in academia exploring this area. However, most of the existing methodologies (Zhu et al., 2018, 2020; Mukherjee et al., 2022; Zhang et al., 2022b) integrated comprehensive image and text data without allocating explicit attention to discrete constituents within these modalities. Zhang et al. (2022a) have made strides in enhancing the domain by facilitating interactions between textual components at the granular word level and discrete objects in visual content. Nonetheless, these visual objects tend to relate to entity-level content in text rather than individual words. For example, from Figure 1, we can see that multi-word entities rail-road steel arch bridge and Yangtze River correspond with elements in the associated images, suggesting inherent cross-modality correlations.

Figure 1: An example of entity-object correlations in multimodal data from MSMO problem. Entities rail-road steel arch bridge and Yangtze River correspond with elements in the associated images, suggesting inherent cross-modality correlations.
porating entity information into MSMO problem.

Indeed, there are many technical challenges inherent in designing effective solutions to incorporate entity information into MSMO process. The first of these pertains to the heterogeneity of the data involved, which can be textual, pictorial, or entity-based. This diversity imposes significant hurdles in attaining efficient cross-modality interaction. Second, the traditional frameworks employed for text decoding are predominantly designed to process purely textual inputs, thus creating a conundrum when the need arises to incorporating multimodal data into the decoding procedure. Third, the task of image selection, which tends to operate independently, frequently suffers from an absence of adequate labeling information, as there are no golden labels in the training set.

To tackle the above challenges, we propose an Entity-Guided Multimodal Summarization model (EGMS). Similar to UniMS (Zhang et al., 2022b), our study employs the BART framework as the foundational architecture for our model development. Specifically, we reconfigure the architecture of BART’s text-centric encoder to establish a Shared Multimodal Encoder. It incorporates a pair of multimodal encoders with shared parameter weights, designed to model textual and visual data alongside entity-specific visual information. For the decoding process, we design a Multimodal Guided Text Decoder. It first employs a gated image fusion module to effectively merge the image representations that have been enriched with disparate modal information, and further utilizes the multimodal information for text generation. Subsequently, we introduce a Gated Knowledge Distillation module, which serves to harness the expertise of a pre-trained vision-language model, functioning as an auxiliary guide for the learning process of image selection. Finally, we conduct extensive experiments on public MSMO datasets, where the experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed EGMS method. Our code is available via https://github.com/AnonymousEGMS/EGMS.

2 Related Work

2.1 Multimodal Summarization

Multimodal summarization (UzZaman et al., 2011) is defined as a task that aims at distilling concise and precise syntheses from heterogeneous data sources, encompassing textual, visual, and audio content, etc. Research endeavors (Chen and Zhuge, 2018; Li et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2021) have predominantly concentrated on the incorporation of supplementary and ancillary modal information to augment the depiction of a solitary modality. For example, Li et al. (2018) design image filters with the intent to selectively harness visual information, thereby augmenting the semantic richness of the input sentence.

Recently, there has been a burgeoning interest in the domain of multimodal summarization with multimodal output (MSMO). Zhu et al. (2018) construct the first large-scale corpus MSMO for this novel summarization task, which integrates textual and visual inputs to produce a comprehensive pictorial summary. They also propose a multimodal attention framework to jointly synthesize textual summary and select the most relevant image. Then Zhu et al. (2020) introduce a novel evaluation metric that integrates multimodal data to better combine visual and textual content during both the training and assessment stages. Mukherjee et al. (2022) and Zhang et al. (2022b) propose to solve the multimodal summarization task in a multitask training manner. And Zhang et al. (2022a) adopt a graph network and a hierarchical fusion framework to learn the intra-modal and inter-modal correlations inherent in the multimodal data respectively.

2.2 Knowledge Graph Augmented Models

Knowledge Graphs (KGs) store and organize information about different things and how they relate to each other in a structural way. World knowledge is commonly expressed using fact triplets, which consist of three elements: the subject entity, the relation, and the object entity denoted as \((h, r, t)\). Since the introduction of TransE (Bordes et al., 2013), a multitude of knowledge graph embedding techniques (Ji et al., 2015; Zhong et al., 2015; Shi and Weninger, 2017) have emerged, aiming to translate the entities and relationships within these graphs into numerical vectors so that they can be easily applied to various downstream tasks.

Zhang et al. (2019) and Chen et al. (2019) leverage external knowledge graphs to enhance the textual content for improved performance in text classification tasks. Moreover, Hu et al. (2022) concentrate on the integration of external knowledge into the verbalizer mechanism to enhance the effectiveness and stability of prompt tuning for zero and few-shot text classification tasks. Yu et al. (2022) improve Fusion-in-Decoder (Izacard and
3 Preliminary

3.1 Problem Formulation

Given a multimodal input $D = \{T, P\}$, where $T = \{t_1, t_2, ..., t_L\}$ is a sequence of $L$ tokens of the article text and $P = \{p_1, p_2, ..., p_M\}$ is the collection of the $M$ in-article images, our proposed model first extracts all the entities $K = \{k_1, k_2, ..., k_N\}$ in the article text and then summarizes $\{D, E\}$ into a multimodal summary $S = \{S_1, S_2\}$. $S_i = \{s_1, s_2, ..., s_i\}$ denotes the textual summary limited by a max length of $l$. The pictorial summary $S_i$ is an extracted subset of the image input $P$.

3.2 BART Architecture

BART (Bidirectional and Auto-Regressive Transformers) (Lewis et al., 2020) functions as a denoising autoencoder, designed to reconstruct an original document from its corrupted counterpart.

As shown in Figure 2, it uses a standard Transformer-based neural machine translation architecture, incorporating a bidirectional encoder, coupled with a left-to-right autoregressive decoder. In the process of optimizing BART for text generation applications, the source text is initially fed into the encoder module. Following this, the desired output text, which is prepended with the decoder’s designated initial token, is introduced to the decoder module.

4 Model

4.1 Model Overview

We propose a novel multimodal summarization framework enhanced by an external knowledge graph, as shown in Figure 3. Building upon the BART architecture, our model has been adapted to accommodate multimodal inputs, specifically textual and visual data. Recognizing that images often depict objects which correspond to real-world entities, our approach seeks to leverage this multimodal data more effectively. To this end, we utilize an external knowledge graph to extract entities from the textual content, which in turn facilitates a better interpretation of the visual information. This integration aims to improve the coherence and richness of the generated summaries by bridging the semantic gap between the textual and visual modalities.

4.2 Shared Multimodal Encoder

Text-Image Encoder Given the inherent restriction of BART’s context length, capped at 1024 tokens, it is imperative to deliberate on the regulation of image input dimensions to ensure compatibility with the model’s processing capabilities. Following Li et al. (2023), we use a frozen Q-Former to transform image features $r_i^{[IE] \times d_{IE}}$, which are derived from a frozen image encoder, into a fixed number of output features $v_i^{[Q] \times d_{Q}}$, each corresponding to a predefined learned query $q$:

$$
\begin{align*}
    r_i &= [r_{i,1}, r_{i,2}, ..., r_{i,|IE|}] = f_{\text{img-enc}}(p_i), \\
    v_i &= [v_{i,1}, v_{i,2}, ..., v_{i,|Q|}] \\
    &= f_{Q-Former}(q_1, q_2, ..., q_{|Q|}; r_i),
\end{align*}
$$

Then, we enhance the textual encoding capabilities of BART by transitioning to a multimodal encoding framework. For text-image encoder, this involves the integration of textual embeddings, denoted as $e_t$, with corresponding visual embeddings $e_v$. The concatenated embeddings serve as input to the encoder $f_{\text{txt-enc}}$, which then yields contextualized representations:

$$
\begin{align*}
    e_t &= W_t \cdot [t_{CLS}, t_1, t_2, ..., t_L, t_{SEP}], \\
    e_v &= [v_{CLS}, W_v \cdot v_i] + e_{\text{intra-pos}}, \\
    e_{ti} &= [e_t, e_v] + e_{\text{multi-pos}} \\
    &= [e_t, e_{v_1}, ..., e_{v_{|Q|}}] + e_{\text{multi-pos}}, \\
    h_{ti} &= [h_{T_{ti}}, h_{V_{ti}}] = f_{\text{txt-enc}}(e_{ti}),
\end{align*}
$$

where special tokens $t_{CLS}$ and $t_{SEP}$ serve as delimiters to denote the start and end of each sentence respectively. The embeddings $e_{\text{intra-pos}}$ and $e_{\text{multi-pos}}$ represent the intra-image positional information and the multimodal positional context within the framework. The matrices $W_t$ and $W_v$
are employed for embedding linguistic tokens and projecting image features into a shared multimodal space respectively. Following Dosovitskiy et al. (2021) and Zhang et al. (2022b), we add a learnable special token, represented by the embedding vector \( v_{CLS} \), to signify the initiation of an image sequence. The corresponding encoded state at the output of the encoder is then utilized as a holistic representation of the image.

**Entity-Image Encoder**  For the reasons already explained in the introduction, we propose to incorporate entity-level information to enhance the exploitation of multimodal data.

First, we extract entities from the text utilizing an external knowledge graph. For the clarity and simplicity, we adopt the classical TransE model (Bordes et al., 2013) to obtain a representation of the entities in the knowledge graph, which contains intricate structural relationships among the entities.

Similar to the text-image encoder, the entity embeddings \( e_e \) concatenated with visual embeddings \( e_v \) are subsequently processed by the entity-image encoder \( f_{ei-enc} \), yielding an enriched image representation that encapsulates augmented entity-specific information:

\[
\begin{align*}
    e_e &= W_{e_2} \cdot W_{e_1} \cdot [k_{CLS}, k_1, k_2, \ldots, k_M], \\
    e_{ei} &= [e_e, e_v] + e_{multi-pos}, \\
    h_{ei} &= [h_{E_{ei}}, h_{E_{ei}}] = f_{ei-enc}(e_{ei}),
\end{align*}
\]

where \( k_{CLS} \) is used to demarcate sequences of entities contained in discrete sentences. The matrix \( W_{e_1} \) represents the embedding matrix for entities, which is initialized utilizing embeddings derived from the pre-trained TransE model. Concurrently, the matrix \( W_{e_2} \) is employed to project entity features into a unified multimodal space for further integration of modalities. Notably, this encoder shares its parameter weights with the aforementioned text-image encoder.

### 4.3 Multimodal Guided Decoder

**Gated Image Fusion**  To integrate the visual representations derived from dual encoders, each amalgamated with textual and entity-based information respectively, we introduce a gated image fusion module. Visual information integrated with textual and entity representations from the respective encoders will be merged together:

\[
h_{te} = \text{Mean}(h_{Ti_e}) \oplus \text{Mean}(h_{E_{ei}}),
\]

where \( \oplus \) is the concatenation operation.

Then \( h_{te} \) will serve as the input for a weight computation module, which is designed to quantitatively assess the salience of the visual representations in conjunction with corresponding multimodal inputs:

\[
w_{te} = \sigma_w(W_w^2 \cdot \sigma_w^1(W_w^1 \cdot h_{te} + b_w^1) + b_w^2),
\]

where \( \sigma_w^1 \) is Sigmoid activation function, making the value of this weight between 0 and 1.
Subsequently, the derived weight \( w_{le} \) serves as the signal to control the fusion of dual image representations that encapsulate different modal information, yielding an augmented image representation that is enriched with both textual and entity information:

\[
h_{V_{comb}} = w_{le} \cdot h_{Vi} + (1 - w_{le}) \cdot h_{Ve}. \tag{6}
\]

**Multimodal Guided Text Decoder** Similar to BART, the architecture of our model incorporates a conventional autoregressive transformer decoder within its decoding module. In contrast to relying exclusively on textual representations during the encoding phase, our proposed model also utilizes the aforementioned augmented image representations. These representations serve as encoder hidden states that are subsequently fed into the decoder:

\[
h_{enc\text{-}hid} = [h_{Ti}, h_{V_{comb}}]. \tag{7}
\]

The decoder attends to the sequence of previously generated tokens, denoted as \( s_{<j} \), as well as the encoder output hidden states \( h_{enc\text{-}hid} \), and predicts the conditional probability distribution of subsequent text tokens. So for the abstractive summarization task, our model is trained by minimizing the negative log-likelihood:

\[
\mathcal{L}_{Sum} = - \sum_{j=1}^{\vert S \vert} \log p(s_j \mid s_{<j}, h_{enc\text{-}hid}, \phi), \tag{8}
\]

where \( \phi \) denotes all the parameters of the model.

### 4.4 Gated Knowledge Distillation for Image Selection

In the current multimodal summarization dataset, only the test set has visual references, which could be instrumental in guiding the selection of salient images during the training phase. 

Zhang et al. (2022b) propose to adopt Knowledge Distillation (KD) technique (Hinton et al., 2015) to distill the inherent relevance between textual and visual information, which can get image references without any image captions or visual references. Rather than using only the text-integrated image representations as Zhang et al. (2022b), we incorporate entity information as well. Specifically, we use the output hidden states of \( v_{CLS} \) derived from both encoders as comprehensive image representations and feed them to two distinct multi-layer perceptrons to obtain scores:

\[
g_{ti}(p) = W^2_t \cdot \sigma^1_t(W^1_t \cdot h_{Ve_{t\text{-}cls}} + b^1_t) + b^2_t,
\]

\[
g_{ei}(p) = W^2_e \cdot \sigma^1_e(W^1_e \cdot h_{Ve_{e\text{-}cls}} + b^1_e) + b^2_e. \tag{9}
\]

And we combine them with the weight calculated in Eq.(5) to further utilize multimodal information:

\[
g(p) = w_{le} \cdot g_{ti}(p) + (1 - w_{le}) \cdot g_{ei}(p). \tag{10}
\]

We employ CLIP (Radford et al., 2021) as the teacher model to calculate the similarity scores between each image \( p \) and the textual summary \( S_t \):

\[
l(S_t, p) = \text{sim}(T(S_t), V(p)), \tag{11}
\]

where \( T \) and \( V \) are its textual and visual encoder respectively, and \( \text{sim} \) is the cosine similarity function.

Through knowledge distillation, our model is intended to emulate the score distribution of the teacher model. By using Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence (Kullback and Leibler, 1951), this approach can be modeled as minimizing the following objective function with temperature \( \tau \):

\[
\mathcal{P}_p(p, \tau) = \frac{\exp\left(\frac{g(p)}{\tau}\right)}{\sum_{p \in P} \exp\left(\frac{g(p)}{\tau}\right)}, \tag{12}
\]

\[
\mathcal{Q}_p(S_t, p, \tau) = \frac{\exp\left(\frac{l(S_t, p)}{\tau}\right)}{\sum_{p \in P} \exp\left(\frac{l(S_t, p)}{\tau}\right)}, \tag{13}
\]

\[
\mathcal{L}_{IS} = KL(P \parallel Q) = - \sum_{p \in P} \mathcal{P}_p \cdot \ln \frac{\mathcal{Q}_p}{\mathcal{P}_p}. \tag{14}
\]

### 4.5 Training

Inspired by Li et al. (2023), we divide the training process of our proposed model into two main stages: an initial phase dedicated to aligning the modalities of images and text, followed by a subsequent phase focusing on fine-tuning.

**Modal Matching** In the modal matching phase, parameter optimization is confined to the weights of the image feature projection matrix \( W_v \), and the embedding \( v_{CLS} \) of the visual initiation token. This targeted approach leverages the text-image encoder and the decoder exclusively, thereby enhancing the model’s focus on the pertinent multimodal information while alleviating the impact of other information. The training process is governed by minimizing the negative log-likelihood:

\[
\mathcal{L} = - \sum_{j=1}^{\vert S \vert} \log p(s_j \mid s_{<j}, h_{ti}, \phi), \tag{15}
\]

\[
= - \sum_{j=1}^{\vert S \vert} \log p(s_j \mid s_{<j}, [h_{Ti}, h_{Vi}], \phi).
\]
Table 1: The data statistics of MSMO dataset. #AvgTokens(A) and #AvgTokens(S) denote the average number of tokens in articles and reference summaries respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistics</th>
<th>Train</th>
<th>Valid</th>
<th>Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#Samples</td>
<td>293,965</td>
<td>10,355</td>
<td>10,261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#AvgTokens(A)</td>
<td>720.87</td>
<td>766.08</td>
<td>730.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#AvgTokens(S)</td>
<td>70.12</td>
<td>70.02</td>
<td>72.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#AvgImages</td>
<td>6.56</td>
<td>6.62</td>
<td>6.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fine-tuning In the fine-tuning phase, the model parameters are initially set using the weights obtained from the modal matching stage. Subsequently, the entire proposed framework is employed, with adjustments made to all learnable parameter weights. The training loss of our model is a sum of the objectives of image selection and abstractive text summarization:

\[
\mathcal{L} = \alpha \cdot \mathcal{L}_{IS} + \mathcal{L}_{Sum},
\]

where \(\alpha\) is a hyper-parameter that modulates the salience of the image selection loss within the total training loss.

5 Experiment

5.1 Experiment Setup

Datasets For multimodal summarization with multimodal output, we use the MSMO dataset, which is introduced by Zhu et al. (2018). This is the first and only large-scale English corpus specifically curated for this task. It comprises a collection of online news articles sourced from DailyMail website\(^1\), each accompanied by several images and corresponding manually-written highlights that serve as the reference summary. More statistics about the dataset are illustrated in Table 1. Within the test set, a maximum of three images are annotated to provide a pictorial reference.

Evaluation Metrics In text summarization tasks, the evaluation of summary quality usually employs the ROUGE metric (Lin, 2004), which quantifies the degree of lexical correspondence between the produced sentences and the reference summaries. All the ROUGE scores in this paper refer to the F-1 ROUGE scores calculated by official script. In addition, Zhu et al. (2018) introduce the metric of image precision (IP) to assess the quality of the output image, delineating the methodology as follows:

\[
IP = \frac{|\text{ref}_{img} \cap \text{rec}_{img}|}{|	ext{rec}_{img}|},
\]

where \(\text{ref}_{img}\) and \(\text{rec}_{img}\) denote the reference images and the recommended ones.

Implementation Details Our model utilizes the released checkpoint\(^2\) of a BART-like model, BRIO (Liu et al., 2022), to initialize corresponding parameters. And we take released CLIP model (Rafalldorf et al., 2021)\(^3\) as the teacher model for image selection knowledge distillation. For the image processing, we employ the vision feature extractor of BLIP-2 (Li et al., 2023)\(^4\) to get visual features. The number of the learned queries is set to 32, resulting in an allocation of 33 token positions within the encoder for each image. And we set the upper limit of image number to 8. Noting that we concatenate multimodal tokens together as the input for two dual-modal encoders, the maximum number of textual and entity tokens is constrained by the encoder’s maximum context length as well as the length of the image sequence.

The train set of MSMO dataset is partitioned into 20 discrete subsets. Therefore, we employ a cumulative training strategy, wherein the model undergoes iterative training on each subset in succession. After training on each subset, the model’s parameters are saved as checkpoints and evaluated on validation set. We identify the top-3 checkpoints as determined by the minimal validation loss. Subsequently, we compute and present the mean results derived from these checkpoints on test set.

In the process of image selection, we choose the image with greatest score as computed in Eq.(10). And for text summarization, we use beam search with a beam size of 5 in decoding.

Baseline Models To demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed model, we conduct comparative analyses with extant methodologies in both text-based and multimodal summarization domains:

- BertSum (Liu and Lapata, 2019) uses a general framework for both extractive and

---

\(^1\)http://www.dailymail.co.uk

\(^2\)https://huggingface.co/Yale-LILY/brio-cnndm-uncased

\(^3\)https://huggingface.co/openai/clip-vit-base-patch32

\(^4\)https://github.com/salesforce/LAVIS/tree/main/projects/blip2
abstractive text summarization, with its encoder based on BERT (Kenton and Toutanova, 2019). It has several raviants, out of which BertAbs and BertExtAbs can be used for abstractive text summarization.

- **BART** (Lewis et al., 2020), constructed as a denoising autoencoder, employs a sequence-to-sequence framework with significant applicability in the domain of text summarization.

- **ATG/ATL/HAN** utilizes a pointer-generator network (See et al., 2017) and a multimodal attention mechanism, with variants reflecting different image representation approaches for attention operations.

- **MOF** (Zhu et al., 2020) ranks images via ROUGE score comparison of captions to textual reference, forming a visual reference. Variants of incorporating different hidden states into image discriminator are denoted as MOF\textsubscript{enc} and MOF\textsubscript{dec}.

- **UniMS** (Zhang et al., 2022b) proposes to merge textual and visual data to BART (Lewis et al., 2020) encoder to construct a multimodal representation. Subsequently, it employs a visually guided decoder to integrate textual and visual modalities in guiding abstractive text generation.

### 5.2 Experimental Result

As shown in Table 2, our proposed EGMS method outperforms all baselines in all metrics, which proves the effectiveness of our method and the necessity to incorporate knowledge graphs.

The outcomes of this study reveal a number of intriguing phenomena: (1) By fine-tuning BART for summarization task, it can achieve competitive results with models that introduce visual information. This proves that BART exhibits robust language modeling proficiencies, thereby indicating its substantial potential for applications in multimodal information modeling. The findings herein reinforce the rationale for its deployment in our modeling endeavors. (2) The UniMS framework, also based on BART model, has shown great improvements, especially in ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-L scores. This advancement suggests that the integration of visual data facilitates the model’s capacity to process and interpret extended text sequences, surpassing the merely word-level analyses. Such findings are consistent with our initial hypothesis, which postulates that the incorporation of entity-level information rather than word-level would yield a more robust understanding of the multimodal data.

### 5.3 Ablation Study

In this subsection, we conduct ablation experiments to prove the effectiveness of different components of EGMS model. We remove Image Selection (IS) module, image representations derived from Entity-Image Encoder (EI) and Text-Image Encoder (TI) respectively. More specifically, by removing Image Selection module, we reduce MSMO problem to a multimodal summarization task with only textual output. Removing ‘EI’ means that we only use the encoded visual representations from Text-Image Encoder for summary generation and image selection. To elaborate, the weight \( w_t \) from Eq.(5) is fixed to 1. Likewise, when removing ‘TI’, reliance...
Figure 4: Hyperparameter study on MSMO dataset. The results in the graph are normalized by the result of the corresponding metric with $\alpha = 1.0$.

is exclusively placed on the visual representations from Entity-Image Encoder, with the corresponding weight being constrained to 0.

The results are listed in Table 3. Analysis of the data reveals a consistent decline across all ablation variants, thereby demonstrating the validity and non-redundancy of our proposed EGMS method. Besides, we can find that the entity information predominantly enhances the capacity of the model to generate concise summaries, while the improvement of the model’s image selection accuracy is smaller. This differential impact suggests that comprehensive textual data may suffice for the selection of pertinent images. However, the integration of additional entity information can have an advantage in the precise identification of salient components, aligning well with the core requirements of the summarization task.

### 5.4 Parameter Sensitivity

To study the impact of the loss hyperparameter $\alpha$ in EGMS, a series of parameter sensitivity analyses were performed on the MSMO dataset. The results are reported in Figure 4. $\alpha = 1.0$ is the best hyperparameter of our model. From the results, we can see that larger or smaller $\alpha$ will lead to decrease on the summarization performance. This is reasonable as the hyperparameter controls the weight of the Image Selection loss in the total loss. A large weight will affect the Abstractive Summarization loss, while a small weight reduces the usefulness of the text-image multimodal knowledge aids learned from the teacher model in modeling multimodal information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Text Coherence</th>
<th>Relevance</th>
<th>Image Relevance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BART</td>
<td>3.47</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGMS</td>
<td><strong>4.20</strong></td>
<td><strong>4.02</strong></td>
<td><strong>3.66</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-w/o IS</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>3.64</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-w/o EI</td>
<td>3.84</td>
<td>3.64</td>
<td>3.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-w/o TI</td>
<td>3.84</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>3.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Human evaluation of different model outputs.

### 5.5 Human Evaluation

To further evaluate our models performance, we randomly select 120 data samples from test set for human evaluation. Subsequently, three graduate students are enlisted to evaluate them on a scale ranging from one to five, addressing various qualitative aspects. For abstractive text summarization, coherence measures whether the summary is smooth and fluent. And relevance assesses the extent to which the summary content corresponds with the information presented in the original document. For image selection, relevance indicates the text-image relevance of the multimodal summary. Table 4 indicates that our method can generate more coherent and relevant summaries compared to other variants and baselines.

### 6 Conclusions

In this paper, we propose an Entity-Guided Multimodal Summarization model (EGMS), that incorporates entity-specific information into solving MSMO problem. Based on BART, our model introduces a pair of multimodal encoders with shared weights to concurrently process text-image and entity-image information. Extensive experiments on public MSMO dataset demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed method. We hope our work could lead to more future studies in this field.

### 7 Limitations

In our proposed EGMS method, incorporating the knowledge graph requires the entity recognition process, which will consume additional time compared with other MSMO methods. And if we need
to use other domains’ knowledge graphs, it will be requisite to undertake retraining of the entity representations and the model. However, by utilizing a general-purpose knowledge graph, our model can be applied in most scenarios. Another limitation is that since the MSMO dataset is labeled with pictorial references only on the test set, we adopt a method that utilizes knowledge distillation for image selection learning. And the results of such an approach can be affected by the performance of the teacher vision-language model.
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A Multimodal Summary Sample

Source Images: Lineman’s helper / ’ Abuse’ concerns meant as craze for huffing smelling salts sweeps NFL sidelines . The craze among National Football League players for huffing smelling salts between plays is drawing increasing scrutiny , with some fearing it could mask symptoms . A new report in ESPN : The Magazine estimates that as many as 80 per cent of NFL players partake in the craze , swearing by the ‘ slap in the face ’ pick-me-up from ammonia-based inhalants . Current and former star quarterbacks Tom Brady , Brett Favre and Peyton Manning are all known smelling salts enthusiasts , with Brady admitting in a previous radio interview : ‘ We all do it ’ . Though ammonia smelling salts have been safely used for centuries to revive consciousness , most famously on fainting women in Victorian Britain , some are concerned by the rampant off-label use as an ‘ energy boost ’ on the NFL sidelines .

Source Text: New report estimates as many as 80 per cent of NFL players huff smelling salts . Powerful ammonia fumes trigger inhalation reflex by irritating nose and lungs . Tom Brady , Brett Favre and Peyton Manning all known to be fans of huffing salts . Smelling salts not thought to be dangerous , but could mask signs of concussion .

Reference Image: New report estimates as many as 80 per cent of NFL players huff smelling salts . Powerful ammonia fumes trigger inhalation reflex by irritating nose and lungs . Tom Brady , Brett Favre and Peyton Manning all known to be fans of huffing salts . Smelling salts not thought to be dangerous , but could mask signs of concussion .

Selected Image: Abstractive Summary: As many as 80 per cent of NFL players partake in the craze , swearing by the ‘ slap in the face ’ pick-me-up from ammonia-based inhalants . Tom Brady , Brett Favre and Peyton Manning are all known smelling salts enthusiasts , with Brady admitting in a previous radio interview : ‘ We all do it ’ . Some are concerned that the rampant off-label use as an ‘ energy boost ’ on the NFL sidelines could mask concussion symptoms .

Figure 5: An example of multimodal summary.

To better show the effectiveness of our proposed EGMS method, we illustrate a case study in Figure 5. From this figure, we can find that our model accurately recognizes the entity smelling salts. And
each image in the source input contains information about it. When considering a word-level approach, the isolated word *salts* is not able to get the corresponding meaning accurately. However, the incorporation of entity-level information allows for an enhanced understanding of the correlations between textual data and visual elements, thereby improving the model’s capacity for multimodal learning.